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Mickey, sweetheart, I wish I could be like I was this time last year and know for a fact that I 
would be home for three months in five weeks from now. Oh honey, you have no idea what I 
have really been going thru (sic) and I’m very little nearer finding out what I am going to do. 
Honey, I want to come home so bad and stay there this summer, but I don’t see how I am 
going to do it, yet. Then I would absolutely feel ashamed of myself walking around there in 
cits clothing when there is absolutely no physical disability that I know of that could keep me 
out of the Army. Sometimes I almost wish that medical men were not exempt from service. 
Then I could have a good excuse for joining. But, as it is, it does seem rather funny that I 
should be so near finishing and then leave because once I leave college I will never come 
back, and I don’t want to be in the Army all my life and what would I do if I went now and 
say in two years I’d come back. What would I be able to do, nothing. But then when you look 
at it on the other hand, I hate to see all my friends and classmates go and me stay behind. 
Papa expects, and I’m almost sure wants, me to go because the last time I was home he asked 
me what I was going to join and several times since he has written and asked me that same 
question. 
 
But honey here comes the good part. I went in to see McCants and told him what I had heard. 
You see it’s this way if there is a town beginning each June 15. Then by attending summer 
school I would only save three months and in March would get my degree from Texas and 
not from here, and I want it from here. So McCants told me to write down and find out 
exactly how it was, and he also told me that in case there would be no more terms beginning 
in June for me to write the Examination Committee and tell them just exactly how things 
were and that by going to Galveston I would have to join the enlisted Medical Reserve Corps 
and would in that way be in the service. He said he believed that they would give me my 
degree from here at the end of the second term just as they have done lots of others (Seniors) 
who went into the service at the end of the 2nd term. If I could put that thru I could be in 
Dallas with you this summer and still get from here what I want. I have written to Galveston 
again and should get an answer some time next week. Mickey, honey, I sure will let you 
know what I am going to do just as soon as I find out and if that isn’t very soon I’m going 
crazy. You know I feel just as if I had a rope tied to each arm and was being pulled in both 
directions and really getting nowhere. (Will finish this later because I must go to lab.) 
 
Well, here I am again. We were supposed to have lab but instead Dr. Muller lectured to us 2 
hours. I never did get so tired of anything before and then I knew most of it anyway. I wanted 
to go to sleep and did two or three times, but I couldn’t afford to stay that way. 
 



We had a game or what was supposed to be a game of baseball this afternoon with Texas 
only got beat 7 – 0. We sure haven’t a team anymore. What hasn’t left is crippled. We play 
them again tomorrow, but I am afraid the slaughter will be worse. 
 
I am going down to see Ethel tonight. Honey, I wish I was going to see you. Oh you don’t 
know how much I would enjoy a date with you tonight.  
 
I had a letter from home yesterday and they didn’t seem to know what I was talking about in 
my letter by the way they answered it, but still they wanted me to go to Austin. Of course, I 
hadn’t told them about this other thing yet. There is only one thing that I know I am not 
going to do and that is go to the ROTC training camp this summer. I don’t care anything 
about any training camp anymore.  
 
I sure was glad to get your letter this morning whenever I get them mornings, I always feel so 
good all day long. 
 
Honey, when I go to France, if I ever do, then you can go with me and be my little Red Cross 
nurse. 
 
So John also has joined something has he. Well that just about leaves Frank and Henry, 
doesn’t it? And me, of course. 
 
There sure are lots of men leaving Camp Logan now. There is a big bunch leaving just about 
every day but of course drafted men are always being shipped in. I still wonder if Fritz and 
Miriam haven’t about arrived at the conclusion that they pulled off a rather foolish stunt. It’s 
about time they were moving him from Camp Bowie now. 
 
Honey, I sure am coming home in June and if it’s only 10 minutes but I am going to try to 
make it three months. 
 
With all my love, honey. 
 
Otto 
 
 
 


